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EUROPA:
▸ is divided into iron core, silicate mantle, global 

ocean and ice shell

▸ has a young surface (tens of kyr) with multitude 

of superposed crosscutting lineaments 

▸ on some of the faults, strike-slip offset of 

a few kilometers was observed

ice shell

global ocean

silicate
mantle

iron core

Background image: courtesy of JPL NASA.
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(i.e., X-shapes for ridges of similar stratigraphic age) show
no consistent conjugate angle, 2!, between them. This
would not be expected for true conjugate sets as 2! is ex-
plicitly controlled by the coefficient of friction of the ice,
µ (see section 2.3.1), which should be somewhat consis-
tent. Hence, there is currently no convincing geological evi-
dence that primary shear failure of the icy shell, analogous
to strike-slip faulting, produced global lineaments. None-
theless, given that extensional shear failure is likely respon-
sible for normal faults in the icy shell, the possibility that
some lineaments formed through strike-slip shear fractur-
ing cannot be dismissed.

2.3.3. Strike-slip fault morphologies. Lateral offsets
can potentially occur along all lineament types (i.e., troughs,
ridges, cycloids, and dilational and convergent bands), re-
gardless of how they initially formed. Nonetheless, cumu-
lative offsets that are large enough to be resolvable in Gali-
leo images (generally hundreds of meters or more) typically
occur along ridges and dilational bands. Accordingly, Kat-
tenhorn (2004a) distinguishes two predominant types of
strike-slip faults on Europa:  ridge-like and band-like, based
on their morphologic similarity to ridges and dilational
bands (Fig. 10). The mechanical evolution of the two types
of strike-slip faults is distinctly different. Ridges likely ini-
tiated as troughs (see section 2.1.1); therefore, any lateral
shear motions along them probably happened later, poten-

tially contributing to the process of ridge development. In
the case of dilational bands (see section 2.1.3), the ques-
tion arises as to whether strike-slip offsets along them hap-
pen prior, during, or after dilation. Strike-slip offsets across
dilational bands are evidenced by the need for oblique clos-
ing to reconstruct older features affected by the dilation.
Sigmoidal lineations within dilational band material may
imply oblique dilation (i.e., concurrent dilation and strike-
slip motion), as occurs along Astypalaea Linea; however,
the timing of strike-slip motions along dilational bands
cannot necessarily be determined based on band morphol-
ogy alone (Prockter et al., 2002).

Kattenhorn (2004a) and Kattenhorn and Marshall (2006)
suggest that secondary cracks at fault tips, called tailcracks,
provide insights into the mechanics of ridge-like vs. band-
like strike-slip fault development. Tailcracks are secondary
tension fractures commonly observed at the tips of strike-
slip faults on Earth, and which have also been documented
on Europa (see sections 2.1.4 and 4.2). The intersection of
the fault and its associated tailcrack is manifested by a sharp
kink, with an angle described by linear elastic fracture me-
chanics theory as being controlled by the ratio of shear
stress to normal stress at the instant of tailcrack development.
Hence, it is possible to determine whether or not a fault is
dilating at the instant it is shearing laterally based on the
geometry of its tailcracks. Using this line of reasoning, Kat-

Fig. 10. Examples of strike-slip faults. (a) Unnamed right-lateral, ridge-like strike-slip fault cutting Yelland Linea in Argadnel Regio,
from Galileo mosaic 12ESWEDGE_03. (b) A portion of the band-like strike-slip fault Astypalaea Linea in the southern antijovian
region. White solid lines are fault segments that slipped right-laterally, producing dilational pull-aparts along linking cracks (white
dashed lines). A ridge that was offset by 77 km (gray) illustrates the fault kinematics. From Galileo mosaic 17ESSTRSLP02.

Kattenhorn & Hurford 2009

➡ STRIKE-SLIP FAULTS
▸ formation of strike-slip offset? 

▸ reactivation of pre-existing faults 

▸ by diurnal tides => tidal walking model (Hoppa et al. 1999)
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MOTIVATION  —> MODEL
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▸ aim: to test the tidal walking hypothesis with numerical model, 
quantify the offset and thermal signatures on surface


▸ the problem has 2 timescales:

▸ offset formation timescale (100s of kyr)

▸ diurnal tides timescale (~3.5 days)

➡ 2 coupled models
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• thermal convection with viscosity  
described by composite creep 
(equations)

• viscoelastic continuum with 
an embedded fault plane 
subjected to tidal stresses

exchange of information 
(viscosity & heating) 

takes place every 
convection step 

(detailed flow chart)
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▸ tangential:  - boundary condition


▸ normal:  - in the yield stress


▸ uniformity of the fault => 2D cut

▸ anti-symmetry of the problem => 1/2 of the domain

σt = σ0 sin(ωt)

σn = σ0[sin(ωt − φ)]

▸ solves mass and momentum balances 
of incompressible Maxwell medium


▸ with preexisting fault subjected to diurnal 
stresses 

TIDAL MODEL
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FAULT
▸ Mohr-Coulomb criterion - 2 states: 

▸ approximated with Navier-slip boundary condition and effective coefficient 

of friction (pseudoplasticity)


▸ yield stress +  


▸ varies in time due to normal diurnal tides => opening/closing of the fault

σY = max (0, μf(σn ϱgh))
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More details in Sládková et al., 2020
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Figure from Sládková et al., 2020

▸ model run for 100kyr

▸ heat flux anomaly = difference in  

heat flux above the fault at the end 
and at the start of the computation


➡ challenging to produce observable 
offset (few walking figures)


➡ unrealistically thin shell and high 
stresses needed except for:


‣ thermally activated run =  


▸ the fault and its surroundings 
are heated by frictional and 
shear heating, viscosity drops 
enabling the accumulation of 
the offset


➡ measurable heat flux anomalies can 
be produced without observable 
offset
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‣ an observable offset can be produced if the active part of the fault reaches 
either the bottom of the shell or penetrates to a very low viscosity zone  
(e.g. produced by extensive heating => thermally activated run)


➡ thermo-mechanical coupling is important

‣ whole shell penetration:

‣ improbable in present days

‣ possible if the cracks are filled with water compensating the overburden 

pressure and enabling a significant offset even for the present‐day 
estimates of the tidal forcing amplitudes and ice‐shell thickness ≦ 10 km


‣ moderate surface heat flux anomaly between 10 and 100 mW m−2 is 
observed (even when the accumulated offset is negligible) = a possible tool 
for identifying active strike‐slip faults on Europa

More details in Sládková et al., 2020
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